




Ready for your next adventure in just 60 seconds. Its ingenious design makes setting up the 
Vista quick and easy, so you can enjoy your camping trip – in safety and comfort.

• High-quality polycarbonate/PMMA hardshell cover.

• Durable cotton canvas with outstanding breathability 
  and moisture regulation ability, made by ‘De Waard’ tents.

• The most luxurious mattress on the market . 
  A 6 cm cold foam mattress set on a breathable 1 cm anti-
  condensation mat, with a surface area of 205 x 210 cm.

• Made from components exclusively manufactured in Europe.

• Enjoy stargazing with the panoramic skylight.

HAPRO VISTA ROOF TENT



Must-have
If you’re looking for a premium-quality product, the Hapro Vista roof tent is 
a must-have. A distinctive design, top-notch finish, and innovative features 
make the Hapro Vista unique. Explore the world surrounded by comfort 
and the assurance of Hapro’s quality and reliability. Whether you want to 
explore the mountains, travels through the desert, or relax by the water, 
whatever the season, the Hapro Vista is designed to handle all types of 
weather. Are you ready to expand your life?

Hapro through and through
The Vista’s cover is a lightweight hardshell made of Polycarbonate/PMMA 
plastic. The unique blend makes it UV resistant and incredibly strong, 
guaranteeing the durability of your roof tent.

Smart design
The cover has been designed so that you’ll have enough room inside the 
Vista for your mattress, duvet or sleeping bags and pillows – even in the 
closed position. So you won’t need to take these out of the roof tent before 
you set off.  Powerful gas struts allow you to open and close the cover with ease.

Safe and sound
Patented Premium Fit anti-theft clamps make mounting the Hapro fast, 
simple, and safe.



Where two brands meet
The unique Vista is the result of an intensive collaboration between two leading names in roof boxes 
and tents. Hapro’s knowledge of roof boxes has been gained over 40 years in the business, while 
De Waard has an enormous amount of expertise in tent design and manufacturing. This synergy 
has led to a unique product made with high-quality canvas and offering maximum comfort. The 
hard-wearing canvas is made of lightweight 220-gram cotton, providing outstanding breathability 
and moisture regulation. As well as being extremely rugged, the cotton canvas has the significant 
advantage of being cooler in hot temperatures than tents made of synthetic material.

Hassle-free zips
The Vista roof tent is fitted with carefully selected, heavy-duty zips, the same quality De Waard has used 
in its tent range for many years. The zips are designed to withstand extreme conditions and intensive use.



Ready, set, sleep
The Hapro Vista is ready to go in less than 60 seconds. A sophisticated fold-
out system with an integrated ladder means the tent can be set-up in seconds.

The interior is cleverly designed to house the mattress and your duvet and 
pillows, even in the closed position, so you won’t need to waste time setting up 
these or the tent’s various other features. The spacious L model has room for 
three or even four people. And with a surface area of 205 x 210 cm, you’ll also 
have a choice of sleeping positions. 

Made in Europe
The Hapro Vista is made entirely in the Netherlands from parts 
exclusively manufactured within the EU. This guarantees the highest 
quality and keeps the CO

2
 footprint low.

60 sec



Luxurious mattress
The Hapro Vista has the most luxurious mattress on the market. A 6 cm cold foam 
mattress set on a breathable 1 cm anti-condensation mat ensures that you’ll sleep in 
absolute comfort every night.

Sleep under the stars
Gaze at the night sky or perhaps even the Northern Lights as you slowly drift 
off to sleep, thanks to the integrated panoramic skylight. Here too, De Waard’s 
extensive expertise has played an important role, ensuring that the window 
doesn’t sag when it rains or turn white when exposed to UV. Do you prefer to 
sleep in complete darkness? No problem. The tent can be darkened via handy 
zips and blackout blinds on all the windows. 



SKY HIGH QUALITY

Sturdy base 
The stable, rigid tent base is made of a lightweight polypropylene 
honeycomb floor panel with fibreglass skins above and below. 
This combination makes the floor extremely strong, giving you 
a stable and reliable platform for your camping expeditions.

The integrated, all-around, aluminium mounting rail 
allows easy attachment of accessories and other add-
ons. Whether you want to add an awning, extra guy 
ropes, a washing line, or more storage space, thanks 
to the rail profile, the options for adding extras to your 
Vista roof tent are endless.Integrated LED lighting 

The Hapro Vista is equipped with integrated 
LED lighting with a USB connection. The 
lighting strip is set neatly into the central 
aluminium roof profile and runs along the 
entire length of the roof tent.

Aluminium mounting rail

A combination of innovation and quality makes the Hapro Vista a state-of-the-art roof tent.



Sturdy base 
The stable, rigid tent base is made of a lightweight polypropylene 
honeycomb floor panel with fibreglass skins above and below. 
This combination makes the floor extremely strong, giving you 
a stable and reliable platform for your camping expeditions.

Telescopic ladder
The ladder, manufactured by a well-known German supplier, has a telescopic construction and 
extends up to 2.6 metres, making the Vista roof tent suitable for a wide range of vehicles. Because 
the telescopic ladder is integrated into the Vista’s folding mechanism, it does not need to be 
detached and transported separately. 

Tight and strong
The Vista has an innovative patented tensioning system. With two 
telescopic poles integrated into the complete aluminium inner frame, 
the Vista can be tensioned in two simple steps. The ultra-strong, double-
stitched, padded rings in the canvas guarantee lasting ease of use and 
durability. The combination of the unique tensioning system and cotton 
canvas makes the Vista silent, even in strong winds, so you can enjoy a 
good night’s sleep. 
 





Hapro Vista M L

Floor dimensions (L x B) 205 x 130 cm 205 x 210 cm

Height open 130 cm 130 cm

Height closed 40 cm 40 cm

Material hardshell cover PC PMMA PC PMMA 

Material canvas 230-gram coton 230-gram coton

Material floor
lightweight polypropylene 
honeycomb with fibre-
glass skins 

lightweight polypropylene 
honeycomb with fibre-
glass skins

Sleeping capacity 2/3 3/4

Mattrass

6 cm cold foam 
mattress set on a 
breathable 1 cm anti-
condensation mat

6 cm cold foam 
mattress set on a 
breathable 1 cm anti-
condensation mat

Weight 65 kg 75 kg

Mounting system Premium-Fit 
roof tent clamps

Premium-Fit 
roof tent clamps

The Hapro Vista can be expanded with a range of useful accessories. These are still in development. 
For more information, contact the Hapro team.

Technical specifications subject to change

SPECIFICATIONS.

Hapro Vista M

Hapro Vista L
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VDL Hapro • P.O. Box 73 • 4420 AC Kapelle • The Netherlands

www.hapro.com




